
 

The information below will detail the difference between the Elite and Prep level.  As well as 

will give a brief explanation of skills each athlete should have at the different levels.  Please 

remember that these are guidelines.   

Prep vs. Elite 

At Twisters we offer two different competitive paths, Prep and Elite.  This section will explain the 

difference between the two programs to help guide which path will be right for your athlete and family.   

Prep 

At Twisters we run two Prep programs; full year and half year.   

Our half year program is geared towards those athletes cheering at school that are looking to keep up 

their skills between school seasons.  More information about our half year prep will be out in 

September.   

Our full year prep is used as a stepping stone into the Elite program.  The prep program allows the 

athlete to try competitive cheer without as high of a financial and time commitment.  Full year prep runs 

just as it states full year, May to March.  This program only does local competitions and does not travel.  

Practices are typically twice a week instead of the 3 days the Elite program comes.  These teams are 

coached the same as our Elite teams as far as technique and progression.  Overall this is a great way for 

an athlete to get their feet wet in the competitive cheer arena.   

More information about our Prep program and the levels offered can be found on the last page of our 

tryout packet.   

Elite 

Our Elite program is a full year program, May to March or April (depending on year end events).  These 

teams will typically travel some, attending 2 to 3 events out of town.  With the events of COVID-19 we 

will be looking to adjust the travel a bit.  Elite teams will also practice about 3 times per week; one of 

these days is typically a Sunday.  Athletes will usually spend two years at each Elite level before reaching 

the top.  The first year most have the skills for a particular level and spend that year learning.  The 

second year the athlete is typically at the top of the level in stunting and tumbling as well as working on 

skills for the next level up.   

Below you will find a description of what to expect at each level so you can determine where your 

athlete falls.   



Elite Level Descriptions 

When being evaluated for a team we as coaches ask these questions when determining where and 

athlete should be placed…. Has this athlete “truly mastered” the level?  Is this athlete at the high end of 

that level, therefore being able to fully participate in every aspect of a routine?  Has this athlete 

mastered the level?  Can they do the hardest stunt? Can they be the last tumbling pass?  Are they 

physically AND more so mentally ready to move up?   

There will be exceptions, such as an amazing base that is needed for a higher level stunt to go up…. or 

an amazing flyer that is needed for an elite stunt.   

These descriptions are the expectations at the higher end of each level.   

LEVEL 1:  Most level 1 athletes are working and cleaning back handsprings without a spot… they have 

beautiful back walkovers, front walkovers, specialty skills so they could be the first pass or the last pass.  

This athlete will be 100% part of a level 1 routine including all elite stunting!  

LEVEL 2:  A level 2 athlete is working back tucks… as they have “mastered” the standing BHS, back 

walkover BHS, and the Round off BHS series.  They can incorporate all level 1 skills into level 2 tumbling 

combinations.  They are fully a part of the routine.  They can execute elite stunting at the prep (chest) 

level and can execute entry level stunting above the head.  

LEVEL 3:  A level 3 athlete many times is working layouts and standing tucks without spots.  They have 

mastered not just the round-off handspring tuck, but beautiful standing series BHS, a punch front, 

and/or an aerial.  Jumps to BHS and elite level 2 stunting are a must.  They are mentally ready for a 

demanding elite level 3 routine.  The routine will be fast paced and difficult.  The mental aspect of the 

coaching is raised.  This is one of the largest jumps in levels with both tumbling and stunting.  This level 

requires more self-discipline, from the athlete, along with extra work outside of practice.  

LEVEL 4:  Level 4 athletes are many times working twisting skills in classes.  This athlete can execute a 

layout that is technically sound.  They can land multiple standing tucks in a row, and are capable of 

doing any part of a true level 4 routine.  They have solid execution on BHS tucks, and Jump BHS tuck.  A 

true level 4 athlete should be able to master any level 1, 2 or 3 tumbling combination into a technically 

sound layout.  This level requires extreme mental and physically capabilities.  At level 4, every lower 

level skill in both stunting and tumbling should be mastered.  The level 4 athlete and parent must be 

mentally “all in” to compete successfully at this level.  Everyone must be ready for extra work, extra 

practice, late nights, and anything it takes to get the job done.  This level is both difficult and 

demanding.   

LEVEL 5:  Level 5 athletes are working higher, more elite twisting skills, can land a solid jump to back 

tuck with their feet together, and the fulls they throw in the routine are technically solid.  They are 

mentally and physically capable of hitting a fast paced, high energy routine with multiple tumbling 

passes.  They will put extra hours in the gym and be willing to mentally push themselves to the limit.  



This athlete should be in their top physical shape and extremely team oriented.  At this point the athlete 

must be self-driven and willing to do what it takes for the success of the team.  

LEVEL 6:  And the Level 6 athlete… these are the athletes throwing doubles, trick thru to full, standing 

full, multiple jumps to back and are at the top of their game mentally and physically.  This is the tip of 

the mountain and takes a very long and demanding road to get there.   

Trust the Process… 

Trust the coaches to put your athlete where they will do their best and be safe.  There will be always be 

exceptions to the rule, but again, those are few and far between.  As coaches, and even parents, we 

have to look at the bigger picture.  Yes, we want to challenge the athlete, but we also want to consider 

what that challenge is and how it will impact them.  Most of the athletes, when asked, want to be on a 

team where they are 100% involved in the routine and not on a level where they are only in parts.  They 

want their moment… Trust the process… you don’t have to agree with the process, but you have to trust 

it.  This sport is hard enough, but if it’s not fun while at the same time building confidence, then your 

child will not successfully continue on the all-star path. 

 


